Section 3
Customer
Experience Mapping

INTRODUCTION
Customer experience mapping is a qualitative mapping technique that focuses on
generating emotional insights for customer engagement.

The starting point is
always the customer.
Knowing how your
customers think and feel
is the first step in
creating a customerfocused organisation.

In this section we describe how to plan and construct a customer experience journey map,
starting from a deep understanding of what customers really think and feel, and moving
through to taking action and evaluating results.
There are five steps in the process:

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Set up – the
mapping
context

Walking in the
customer’s
shoes

Constructing
the map

Taking
action

Evaluating
results

For simplicity, in the pages that follow, we have focused primarily on one particular mapping
output, which is simple and concrete, and which can be applied in most situations. However,
there are other ways of mapping the customer experience, with different levels of detail, and
some examples of these are given on the following pages.

This section describes the
first of our three mapping
approaches and sets out
steps and tools to help.
Core tools are
included in this
guide but there
are more in the
online toolbox.
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THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MAP
The customer experience map shown here is the basic format you’ll be using in this section. It tracks the
main steps in a customer’s experience and records how he or she thinks, feels and acts at each step. It’s
qualitative rather than quantitative and is used to drive a deep customer understanding.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MAP

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Objectives,
scope &
journey type

Customer
segment

Moments
of truth
Key
Key Journey
journey
Steps
steps

This section
takes you
through how to
complete a map.
However, before
starting to fill
out any formats,
there are a
couple of vital
steps – Set up
and “Walking in
the customer’s
shoes”.

Actions,
feelings,
thoughts and
reactions at
each step

Touchpoints
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ALTERNATIVE MAPPING FORMAT
An alternative mapping format is the “heart monitor”, shown below, which plots the highs and
lows in the customer experience.

HEART MONITOR

Objectives,
scope & journey
type

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Customer
segment

Moments
of truth
Key
Key Journey
journey
Steps
steps

The heart
monitor can be
quantified and so
is described and
used as the main
tool in Section 5
of this guide.
However, you
can create a
qualitative heart
monitor using
the same basic
process
described here to
create a
customer
experience map.

Ups and
downs of the
customer
experience

Levers for
solution hunting
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OTHER FORMATS
There are other formats for journey maps. There are no hard and fast rules about this – although we focus here on a
particular type of journey map, use whatever works best for you and your particular issue.
Customer Journey: Mum with 4 Month Old
Baby to plan communication impact for
healthy weaning
See
launch TV

Call helpline to
register for special
offers on healthy
weaning food

Read article on
healthy weaning
in women’s
weekly
mag

See ads in
women’s weekly
magazine about
healthy
weaning

Receive mailer
with money
off coupons
and leaflet
about healthy
weaning

See poster in local
playgroup about
infant swimming
sessions: send
SMS for
more info

Take baby to
the local
swimming pool

Receive mailer
from local
council about
activities
in the
area

Receive SMS alert
on Friday with
suggestions for
things to do
at the
weekend

Go shopping and see
roadshow in
shopping centrechat to
other mums and
share tips.

I think I’m paying too much
tax. I want to phone for
help but I don’t know
which number to call

What is a
coding notice?
I don’t know, I
think I will put
it away

I trust my tax
is right, my
employer
sorts it out

Original journey
Just got my
NINO. I know it’s
important and my
number to be
used for benefits
and tax

Just started work,
I handed in my
NINO and so my
tax will be right

Future journey

•No self help
tools
•No channel
preference
record

I let HMRC know
about my disability
and asked for them to
contact me by email

Integrated
Channel
management
with contact
history

•No single
contact point
•No flexibility
in outbound
contact

It was easy to update
my details on line and it
was good to know I
could phone if I got
stuck

Flexible
outbound
contact fits with
channel
strategy.

•No plans to
take holistic
approach to
customer’s
total income

•No plans to
work through
intermediaries

I got an email from
HMRC telling me
what I am entitled
to and explaining
my tax

Single clear
statement of tax
position. Self
help tools for
customer

Got a second job. I know
all my tax and credits will
be sorted automatically
because I used my NINO.
I went on line to check.

Range of
interventions
used effectively
to support
customers

HMRC mapped current
and future journeys with
commentary and
identification of gaps that
needed to be addressed
(work that was done
some time ago and has
now been actioned).

The DVLA
mapped journeys
for electronic
vehicle licensing
which they
summarised
using visual
imagery.
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The person I finally
spoke to was helpful –but
could only change my tax
– she said I had to call
the tax credit office too

I’ve got another job and I’ve
got another code. I don’t
understand. I could not
remember my NINO.

Planning
& progress

Department of Health used simple
descriptions and pictures for each step of
the journey to map the potential impact of
a communication campaign for weaning
babies.

What is a
NINO? Do I
have one?

Gap
Analysis

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Receive
door drop

The research tell us about the current customer experience and helps
identify the potential future customer journey. The gaps are identified.
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SET UP: THE CONTEXT
The very first step in any journey mapping project is to be clear about the
context. This is a useful tool for a set-up team work session. You can use it as
an agenda or checklist.

This planning phase is
the crucial point at which
to get up-front stakeholder
buy-in. Without this you
could find yourself with
useful maps but no
effective way of
actioning them.

CONTEXT CHECKLIST


Who will
use the
maps?





How will
maps be
applied?

What is
the
scope?

Identify key users, current expertise and
knowledge or use of customer experience maps
Agree how these key users will be involved in the
process – the more involvement the better
Identify additional stakeholders and agree how
they should be involved/informed
Ensure that everyone is clear and aligned in their
expectations of the process and outputs



Confirm what the maps will be used for and the
level of detail/robustness required



Ensure you have set clear, measurable objectives
for the exercise



Customer
Experience
Mapping

DWP mapped the
experience of becoming
a carer to understand
the challenges they face.
This work highlighted the
problems encountered as
people become carers and
identified opportunities for
service improvement, and it
continues to provide insight
across Government. A
practical lesson in the use
of insight generally was also
identified as part of this
process – it is essential that
stakeholders are sufficiently
prepared to be able to receive,
understand and act on the
insight generated.

Are you also mapping the system? If so, how
will you consider the two maps together?



Confirm the budget and timescales



Agree how and when other departments and
agencies should be involved



Do an insight audit – what do you know already?



Make an initial plan of the approach, process and
anticipated outputs
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SET UP: BROAD DEFINITION OF THE
JOURNEY
You need very early on to define broadly the journey you are interested in to ensure it’s
the most appropriate one for the issue you are addressing.
Make a clear and unambiguous
statement of the journey that you are
interested in mapping.
This should be the usual, “typical”
journey experienced by customers,
not an unusual or aberrant event.

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Think about whether what you are
interested in is really a single journey.
Are there distinct components that
should be split out or, on the other
hand, is this part of a wider journey
that need to be looked at in its totality?

The precise
definition of the
journey needs to be
confirmed after
customer input.
However, you need to be
clear up front about the
broad parameters in which
you are working.

Look beyond your own area to identify
other departments and agencies which
impact on your customer’s journey - not
just government but also appropriate
NGOs. Does their involvement suggest
or dictate an amended journey
definition? Talk to colleagues and
stakeholders to make sure you
understand all the inter-relationships.
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Check your definition
 Would your description be clear to
someone coming fresh to this project?
 Are you thinking about and defining
the journey from the customers’ point
of view, using their language?
 When you come to check it with them,
will they recognise it?
Check how many journeys:
 Have you hypothesised a clear start
and end point for this journey?
 Does it cover all the key parts of the
customer’s interaction with you?
 Does it cover a long time period?
(Very long journeys may benefit from
being split across more than one map)
Check inter-dependencies
 Have you started from the customer’s
viewpoint, and not in terms of how
government is organised?
 Have you consulted relevant
stakeholders?
 How do these alternative viewpoints
impact on your journey as currently
defined?
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SET UP : WHICH CUSTOMERS DO YOU
WANT TO ENGAGE WITH?

Journey mapping
helped DfT to identify and
understand key customer
segments such as ‘goods vehicle
operators’ and to suggest how
access to services from various
DfT Agencies could be joined up
to benefit these segments

Here we look at which customers or customer groups you need to focus on for the
mapping process. The starting point for journey mapping must always be the customer,
and the initial step is to decide which customer(s).
Can you map all customers together or do
you need to segment and map different
groups?
You need to be clear on available resources,
and decide how widely you can engage with
customers.

Check your scoping

Look at the information you have already
about your different customer groups. Do
you have a customer segmentation and, if
so, is it relevant for the map you want to
create? If you don’t have a researched
segmentation or it doesn’t seem relevant,
brainstorm types of customer who make the
journey you’re looking at. Frontline staff,
knowledgeable people, delivery partners and
past research may help.

Check customer groups

If you don’t need, or have the resources, to
engage with all customer groups, you need to
prioritise based on factors like:
 Who has the greatest need?
 Where is the current experience least
satisfactory?
 Which customers represent the greatest
number of journeys?

Check your prioritisation:

Create brief pen-portraits of your priority
customers (an example of what these might
look like is given in the online tool box). They
will help create a shared understanding of
who customers are, and allow you to identify
which customers to journey map.
You can build on the portraits later.

Check your pen-portraits
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Can you truly map all customers together?
It’s quite unusual if you can
How many groups do you need to map?
What are the essential things you need to
know and the big knowledge gaps?

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Have you clearly defined any customer
groups or segments?
Are they distinct from one another?
Have you thought not just about who
people are, but what they do and how
they think and feel?
Is this the best way of dividing people up
for this particular purpose?

You need to be crystal clear
about which customers you
map.
A good segmentation is a
great starting point but, if
you don’t have this, you can
use people who are close to
customers to brainstorm
and prioritise possible
groups.
To learn more about
segmentation, contact
the CIF (see page 9)
or see the journey
mapping online
toolbox. This
contains other tools
such as a pen
portrait.

Does it feel right intuitively?
Do people in the know (e.g. frontline staff)
agree with it?
If you get it right for these people will the
problem be solved?

For local government
there is also helpful
advice in the
Customer Insight
Protocol – see page 9
for details.

Are they written in non-technical
language?
Will they help you identify people to
involve in the mapping process?
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SET OUT THE MAP(S) YOU WANT TO COMPLETE
Having thought about the context, broadly defined the journey and identified which customers you
want to engage with, you can now set out your map or maps, filling in the first two boxes:

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MAP

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Objectives, scope and
journey type
What this mapping needs
to do.
Single, well-defined
journey with clear start
and end points.

Define your
customers in
the way that is
most
appropriate for
this map. This
may be to do
with who they
are, but it
could be based
instead on
behaviour or
attitudes.

Customer segment
The specific group you’re
mapping here, with key
defining characteristics
to distinguish them from
other groups.

Objectives,
scope &
journey type

Customer
segment

Moments
of truth
Key
Key Journey
journey
Steps
steps

Actions,
feelings,
thoughts and
reactions at
each step

Touchpoints
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WALKING IN YOUR CUSTOMERS’ SHOES
You now need to head into a research phase to explore your customer’s journey. Really
understanding your customers – not just what they do, but how they think and feel - is at
the absolute heart of customer experience mapping.
One decision you will need to make early on is whether to research the customer journey
yourself or to use an agency to do this. The tool below compares the two approaches. It’s not
necessarily an either/or choice; you may decide to do some parts of the exercise in house and
then go out to an agency for follow-up work, or vice versa.

Customer
Experience
Mapping

IN-HOUSE OR AGENCY?
In-House

Agency

9 Getting personally close to the

9 Big projects where you need

customer and seeing thing for
yourself
9 Opening the eyes of staff to the
issues experienced by real
people
9 Engaging staff in the process and
benefits of journey mapping
9 Projects with limited time, scope
or budgets

9 Complex or emotive subjects

•

•

extra resource

What we cover over
the next few pages are
some qualitative
‘customer closeness’
techniques. More
quantified approaches,
used where
measurement is
important, are
described in Section 5
of this guide.

requiring specialist interviewing
skills
9 Cross-government projects
where no one has clear
ownership
9 Where it helps to use a third
party, seen to be independent of
government
9 Lending credibility to a study

•

You need to be aware of MRS
codes of conduct that apply to all
research. Even if you’re not
using an agency, be sure to talk
to your own research team about
what can and can’t be done
Be very careful not to come into
this with internal view or
preconceptions. Start with a
completely open mind
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Ensure that the findings are
really brought to life with
photographs, videos and
verbatim comments – not just
summarised in a prose report

The pages that follow
describe four key
tools for walking in
your customers’
shoes.
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DECIDING ON A MAPPING EVENT
In an ideal world,
recruiting actual customers is
generally the best way to really
understand the emotional
impact of an experience. But
there are alternatives that work
well in many situations.

There are different ways in which you can collect the information you need to map your
customer’s journey – we’ve called these ‘Mapping Events’.
The key priority here is to understand the customer’s journey as it really is now, although sometimes you may also
want to use the opportunity to explore how it could be improved by asking customers to describe their ‘ideal’
journey.
WAYS TO MAP JOURNEYS

Customer
Experience
Mapping

The decision about
which event to choose
will depend on:






What’s feasible given your
timescale and budget?
What sort of journey is
it? Is it a literal journey
(e.g. travel to school) or
virtual (e.g. choosing a
school)?
Over what timescale does
the journey take place?
What’s your objective?
E.g. if you need to get
staff engagement and
culture change, getting
staff involved can be a
big plus.

Recruit actual customers
from the appropriate
segment to walk through the
journey for real.
- Happens in real time in the
real world.

Within the Ministry of Justice, HM Courts Service (HMCS)
followed this approach to map the experiences of victims,
jurors and witnesses going through the legal process. The
resultant maps showed a detailed emotional journey and
were used to help improve the experience and make it less
stressful for those involved.

Recruit real customers to
recall the journey (e.g.
choosing a school).
- Done through focus groups
or interviews, as soon as
possible after the event.

In mapping Carer journeys, DWP carried out in-depth faceto-face interviews using their own External Visiting
Officers. This resulted in very detailed journey maps with
deep emotional understanding, that have helped to identify
the points at which carers most need help and support.

Get knowledgeable staff to
‘walk the journey’, recalling
highs, lows, needs and
emotions they see in
customers.
- Can do this as “mystery
shoppers”.
Construct the journey from
a review of past research,
staff views and knowledge
and customer experiences.
- Ideally using a group of
people in a workshop.
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SOME EXAMPLES

Eurostar used staff to go through the total customer
experience of travelling between Paris and London, from
booking to arrival. The exercise helped engage staff in the
need for change, and resulted in the identification of
tangible service improvements.

When Tameside Council mapped the application process
for free school meals, they recognised all customer groups
had the same experience. Their Corporate Improvement
Team were able to map this single segment effectively and
introduce an experience that was quicker, cheaper and
easier for customers.
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TOOL: MAPPING EVENTS
“Staff and customers
used completely different
language when talking about
the same journey. That was
a real eye-opener – we’d never
thought about it before.”

CHOOSING BETWEEN MAPPING EVENTS

Customers walk through
the journey for real

Real customers recall
or anticipate the journey

9 Actual, literal journeys
9 Getting a powerful and true impression
of actual emotions

9 Gaining first-hand evidence with high
levels of credibility

9 Journeys that take place over long

•
•

Use enough people to get an objective
view of a ‘typical’ journey

Customer
Experience
Mapping

periods of time
9 Journeys where it would be impossible
to follow the customer

•

Memory can be deceptive; projected
future actions even more so
Recalling events, people are apt to
play down the strength of the emotion
they feel at the time

Use this tool to
help decide
which event best
suits your
purpose. You
will often want
to use more
than one
approach – a
range of methods
will always make
your work more
robust.

Journey is constructed from
existing research and knowledge

Knowledgeable staff
‘walk the journey’
9 Building staff engagement
9 Tapping into knowledge & experience

9 Getting team buy-in
9 Building on existing research and

of front-line staff

9 Mapping areas where there may be

expertise

9 Projects with limited time or money

sensitivities involved in asking
customers e.g. very emotive areas, or
mapping a child’s journey

•
•

Be careful that staff take an external
view of the process, not an internal one
Be sure not to reinforce existing
prejudices or perceptions
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•
•

Ensure you really have the knowledge
and information to build an accurate
journey
May lack credibility with colleagues
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TOOL: PEELING THE ONION
Over the next four pages, we
introduce tools that can help
when walking in customers’
shoes, highlighting what each
tool is good for and giving
some watch-outs. Tools
can be used on their own or
in combination depending on
the mapping event being used.

Getting to the heart of what really drives customers is like peeling an onion. The outer layer what they do and say – gives some clues, but a really deep understanding can only come
from looking at the heart of the ‘onion’ – deep emotions and passion points.

“PEELING THE ONION”
Deep Understanding Tool

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Layer 1: Actions
 What people do
 Why – what’s
driving them?

Layer 2: Responses
 What people say
 Why – what’s
behind the words?
 How honest do you
think they’re
being?

9 Delving behind

what’s apparent
on the surface
9 Emotive and
sensitive issues
9 Extended, depth
interviews

•

•

Layer 4: Feelings
 What are they
feeling? Trust?
Comfort? Irritation?
 What’s causing
this?

````
Layer 5: Deep
emotions
 What are their real
loves and hates?
 Where are the
passion points?

Layer 3: Language
 How people say
things
 What words do
they use? Capture
real quotes
 What’s the body
language?

Don’t hypothesise
what lies behind
people’s words –
look at the
evidence
Don’t over-weight
any one part of
the “onion”. All
the layers are
important

Use this tool whenever you’re talking to customers. Be prepared to ask difficult questions
(sensitively!) and gauge all the layers of response. Videoing people can help analyse some of
their responses and language later (but be sure to get permission).
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TOOL: CRITICAL QUESTIONS
Use this tool when you can’t actually accompany a customer during their journey to plan,
prepare and review the outputs from interviews. It can also be used with frontline staff
and others who have customer contact.

Aim where you can to ask
open-ended questions (that is,
ones to which customers
can’t simply answer ‘yes’ or
‘no’). If you use this type
of questioning, it encourages
respondents to speak.
BUT… avoid rhethorical
questions – ask tangible
things that people can answer.

“CRITICAL QUESTIONS”
Interview Planning Tool


Questions
to Ask
Yourself







… General



Questions
to Ask
your
Customer







Customer
Experience
Mapping

What are the top three questions about this journey that you can’t answer?
How typical is this person’s journey? What’s unique to them/likely to apply to all?
Who or what aspect of the process influences them most?
How strongly do they really feel about this?
What are the real passion points?
What surprised you from what you heard? What was new to you?

Tell me about…
What did you think when…?
How did you feel when…?
What were the high and low points in
your journey?
What really stood out for you (good or
bad)?
If you could change on thing what would
it be?
Why? (see ‘5 Whys’ Tool)
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9 Planning and preparing

… For process improvement







interviews where going with
the customer on the actual
journey isn’t possible
9 Keeping your questioning
focused
9 Getting the most from
interviews
• Don’t over-plan. Be
pragmatic and respond to
what people tell you
• One size doesn’t fit all.
Tailor your questions to
your customer
• Be aware that people may
not tell you their
information in a sequential
way – they may jump around
so you will have to piece it
together later

What parts of the process were really
essential?
Where did things get held up or take too
long?
Did you have to do the same thing more
than once?
Did you ever feel you were going
backwards?
Were any steps unnecessary?
Were you clear who you were dealing
with at every point?
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TOOL: THE 5 WHYS
The ‘5 Whys’ is a useful tool to get to the root of a difficult issue. It is also known as
“laddering” – moving through the ‘Whys’ is like climbing the rungs of a ladder.

“THE 5 WHYS”
Questioning Tool

Customer
Experience
Mapping
9 Getting to the

root of a difficult
issue
9 Investigating
complex subjects
9 Gaining a deeper
understanding of an
issue or an action

•

•



As you talk to people, or investigate your issue, keep asking ‘Why?’ every
time you are given an answer



This is particularly good for probing issues about which people have deepseated feelings and emotions



It can also help probe root causes when you are tracking a series of events

‘Emotional’
example from HMRC

Don’t irritate
people by
constantly
parroting “Why”!
Think about
different ways to
probe deeper
It doesn’t have to
be 5 whys. You
may get to the
heart of the
matter with more
or fewer
questions

‘Root Cause’
example from the NHS

“ I don’t want to renew my tax credits even
though I’m still eligible”
… Why?

“ A patient got the wrong medicine”

… Why?

“ The prescription was incorrect”

… Why?

“ It’s too much stress”

… Why?

“ They don’t care about customers”

… Why?

“ A wrong decision was made by the doctor”
… Why?

“ Last time they overpaid me and that was a
real problem”
… Why?

“ The patient’s record did not contain all the
information the doctor needed”
… Why?

“ They wanted a lump sum repayment and that
was out of the question”
… Why?

“ The doctor’s assistant had not entered the
patient’s latest test results”
… Why?

“ I’ve no savings – the money me and my kids
live on is what we get week to week”

“ The lab technician had phoned the results
through to the receptionist who forgot to tell the
assistant”

In this case, understanding the real pain
caused by overpayments had led to new
processes to handle them within HMRC
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The root cause is the absence of a formal
system for recording test results. A new
system could guard against this in future
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TOOL: LOOK OUT!
There’s an art to watching people! Use this tool when you’re following a journey yourself,
accompanying a customer, or taking a trip into the customer’s world. Note down what you
observe and use your notes to guide you when constructing your map.
“LOOK OUT”
Observation Tool

Find an appropriate vantage point where you are able to
watch events without being caught up too closely in
them.

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Be prepared to be patient. The more time you take, the
more you’ll get from the exercise. Think about the BBC
photographer who spent three years in Siberia to shoot
three and a half minute’s broadcast footage of a snow
leopard. No need for quite such extremes here, but put
in the time you need!

9 Gathering clues from a
lot of people

9 Learning about physical
journeys

9 Identifying the impact of
things like signage &
queue management

Visual clues that can help you understand journeys better










•

Are people alone or with others?
How fast are they moving? Are they hurrying, dawdling, impatient?
What are they wearing and carrying? Impact on the journey?
Are they doing anything else (talking on phone, listening to music, reading)?
What do they stop or pause, and why?
What do they notice/look at/read? Do they see signage?
Who do they talk to? In what way? Animated, anxious, confident?
What’s their demeanour/body language?
What changes as they go through the journey? What are the triggers?
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•
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Doesn’t replace listening
– the two things work
together
Don’t risk being taken for
a peeping tom! Keep the
observation public and
don’t zoom in on one
individual
Don’t ever record, film,
or photograph people
without permission

CASE STUDY: HOLLOWAY PRISON
HMP Holloway was seeking to improve communications with arriving women prisoners.
Induction and settlement procedures weren’t helping women escape difficult circumstances, and
incidences of self harm and even suicide had occurred in the period following admission.

Customer
Experience
Mapping

One of the outcomes
from the exercise was a
redesign of materials given
to incoming prisoners.
Fifty separate, textintensive documents were
replaced by a much
simpler, more accessible
induction pack.

Journey mapping was carried out amongst both prisoners and prison staff to
understand the process from each point of view. Focus groups were held with
prisoners and they kept diaries recording how they felt as they moved through the
system. Prison officers went through the admissions process themselves, to
build understanding of what prisoners experienced.
A number of changes were made as a result. There were new initiatives to
explain the system to arriving prisoners, and a buddy system was set up, where
trusted existing prisoners spent time with new ones. Together the changes have
had a real impact on the state of mind of incoming prisoners, improved the
chances of rehabilitiation and contributed to reduced rates of self-harm.

T y p e o f jo u rn ey

T ravellin g fro m cou rt to H o llow a y P rison

H o t spo t
Jo u rn ey step s

Le a ve
cou rt

E x p erien ce a t
ea ch step :

S hock and
realisation
W ant to get in
touch w ith
people but
can’t
T old w hat to
do, no
freedom of
action

•a ctio n s
• th o u gh ts
• fee lin g s
• rea ctio n s

K ey Issu es/
o pp o rtu n ities
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E xplain
process at
this stage

T ra ve l to C he cke d in R ub -do w n P ho to and A cce ss to
H o llo w a y
from va n
sea rch
ID
ph one

D eU ncom fortpersonalised
able
A gain feel I’m
B eing
D on’t k now
N o one to
being
processed
w hat the y’re
reassure m e
processed
through the
look ing for
T ired, dirty,
S uddenly I’m
s ystem
S ham ing – no
don’t k now
a num ber, not
N o turning
privac y
w hat’s going
a person
back – I’m
to happen
really here

T alk to
people on the
journe y

T ell people
about
adm issions

I can m ake a
call, but w hat
am I going to
hear?
W hat’s
happening to
m y ch ildren/
fam ily?
W hat are
the y th ink ing
about m e?

S trip
sea rch

T a ken to
ce ll

F eel dirty and
asham ed –
haven’t been
able to w ash
for tw o da ys
W hy are the y
doing this?
W hat are
the y look ing
for? W hat do
the y th ink of
m e?

I’ve rea lly
reached rock
bottom .
W hat are the
other people
in here going
to be lik e?
H o w w ill I be
able to cope?

Inform ation
E xplain w h y E xplain w hat
S om eone to
about w hat’s E xplain w h y
it’s being
ID num ber is
sta y w ith you
happening to it’s necessary
done
for
for first hour
fam ily
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CONSTRUCTING THE MAP: INTRODUCTION
Having carried out your mapping event, you can now move on to filling in the rest of
your customer experience map. The following slides describe how to do this. Usually
this is best done by a team of people in a mapping workshop – at the end of the section
we describe how to run one.

It often helps to
map not just what happens
now, but also the ‘Ideal’
journey that you’d like
customers to take in the
future. See page 46 for
details.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MAP

Objectives,
scope &
journey type

Customer
segment

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Moments
of truth
Key
Key Journey
journey
Steps
steps

You should have filled in
the top boxes of the map
in the set-up stage.
In this stage we’ll cover
how to fill in all the
remaining parts of the
map.

Actions,
feelings,
thoughts and
reactions at
each step

HEART MONITOR

Touchpoints

Objectives,
scope & journey
type
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Customer
segment

Moments
of truth
Key
Key Journey
journey
Steps
steps

A few simple principles for filling in the map:
 The starting point must always be the customer. Forget the internal perspective –stand in the
customer’s shoes
 Understand deeply people's thoughts and feelings as well as their actions. A customer
experience map isn’t just about what people do – it’s also about understanding why they do it
 Write in everyday customer language and avoid internal terms or jargon
 Be realistic in the steps you choose to map. In a detailed process with many steps, try to focus
on the important areas rather than getting lost in unnecessary detail

© Oxford Strategic Marketing

Ups and
downs of the
customer
experience

Levers for
solution hunting
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As before, this section
focuses on the customer
experience map as shown on
the left. If you are
constructing a heart
monitor, you’ll follow the
same basic steps but see
Section 5 for detailed notes
on filling out the map.
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT A MAP
CONSTRUCTING YOUR MAP: KEY STEPS

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Step 1:
Confirm the
journey and
customer



Step 2:
Identify key
journey steps









This page
shows the
steps you need
to go through
to construct a
customer
experience map
like the example
opposite.

Step 3:
Actions, feelings,
thoughts and
reactions






Step 4:
Touchpoints

The following
pages give hints
to help in each
step of the
process.





Step 5:
Moments of truth
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Now you have carried out your in-depth mapping event, review the
work of the set-up phase to confirm type of journey (with start and
end points) and customer segments
Ensure definitions of these are clear and that everyone has a
common understanding of them
Start by noting down all the journey steps people go through. It’s
useful to put these on Post-it notes so they can be moved around
Arrange these in chronological order and challenge to make sure
you’ve got the sequence right. Ideally you want to map around 610 key journey steps
Ensure you’re clear which channels people use at each step
For each step, and taking the customer’s viewpoint, write down
what they do and how they think and feel
Write this in the everyday language customers use – put it in their
own actual words where possible
Say what people’s emotions are and how strongly they’re felt
Use emotive words – they help bring people to life
Again, for each step in the journey, write down what the
touchpoints are. A touchpoint is a point in the process where you
have some sort of interaction with the customer
Think about physical interactions (e.g. buildings), human contact
(face to face or remote) and communications

Now, looking at the whole journey, identify the moments of truth
These are the key points in the journey where customers may
pause and evaluate the experience, or make a crucial decision
Aim to be discriminating here – don’t be tempted to label every
step as a moment of truth!
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BORDERS AND IMMIGRATION
AGENCY EXAMPLE
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE MAP

Objectives, scope
& journey type

Applying for entry clearance to the UK

Customer
segment

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Short-term student from China (Sichin)

Moments
of truth
Key
Key Journey
Journey
Steps
Steps

Finds
information

Application
submitted

Payment
processed

Query from
UK Visas
received

Receive
interview
request

Biometrics and
interview

VISA received

Sichin

Actions, feelings,
thoughts and
reactions at each
step

Touchpoints

Sichin has
details of her
course and
tries to find out
about visa
application.
Finds the
website easily
and is
encouraged

Website;
needs to be
easy to access
24/7
Supporting
phone line

Sichin applies
online and
sends
supporting
documents by
secure post.
Expensive but
can’t risk
losing them

Currently no
contact.
Opportunity to
confirm receipt

Payment has
gone through
but she’s
heard nothing
yet. It’s a big
sum of money
– hope all’s
OK

Payment goes
through bank
– no direct
acknowledgement

Application
and checks
have shown
one of the
documents is
missing.
Sichin finds
this but more
expense

Contacted for
interview.
Worried –
biometrics
sounds
alarming.
Anxious now
about timing –
all taking a
long time

Query sent by
email.
Opportunity to
update on
progress and
timing

Letter sent
out.
Opportunity to
say more
about the
process

Attends her
interview.
Nervous –
building
intimidates
her. Hope it’s
gone OK but
hard to tell

Face to face
contact with
interviewer.
Could say
more about
process to
reassure

Visa arrives in
the post.
Hugely
relieved and
can now look
forward to and
finalise her
plans for
coming to
England

This is based on an
actual example of
mapping done by the
Borders & Immigration
Agency. It’s been
reworked into the
formats used in this
guide.

Postal delivery
of visa
Can be sent
with more info
on immigration
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STEP 1: CONFIRM THE JOURNEY AND
CUSTOMER
Now that you’ve researched your customer journey you need to go back to the broad
definitions of customer and journey that you established in the set up stage to confirm
that you got it right at that point.
Confirm the journey


Customer
Experience
Mapping




If, as a result of this
review, you change your
view on the journey or
customer definition, amend
your initial maps to reflect
new descriptions.
Consider whether you need
to do any further mapping
work at this stage.



Does your description of the journey match the
way that customers talked about it, using their
language?
Does it cover all the key parts of the customer’s
interaction with government on this issue?
Based on your learning from customers, are you
clear that this is best mapped as one single
journey? Sometimes you need to map more
than one (see example on the right)
Have you got the right start and end points for
the journey? (see opposite page)

DEFRA CASE STUDY
CLIMATE
CHANGE
On complex subjects you may want to map
more than one journey. Looking at how to
DEFRA wanted to plan when and how to
communicate
communicate with
with people
people to
to get
get positive
positive
action
on climate
climate change
change you may consider
action on
multiple
journeys,
e.g.
They mapped
six journeys:

Confirm the customer




Now is a good time
to go back to and
expand on the
customer pen
portraits you
drafted earlier (see
the example in the
online toolbox if
you want to know
more).



Based on your journey research, are you
confident that the customer groups you identified
are the right ones?
Are there shared needs, behaviours and
attitudes within the groups? Are the groups
distinct from one another?
If you prioritised any groups earlier, was this
prioritisation confirmed by the research? Are
there any other groups that you should be
treating as priorities?

Planning and doing a weekly
supermarket shop
Getting about every day

Running the home daily

Home maintenance

Buying a new home

Planning a big holiday
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They mapped six journeys:

STEP 2: IDENTIFY KEY JOURNEY STEPS
Don’t think about journey steps in terms of the contacts that customers have with
government - base them on the journey as they define it. It’s particularly
important to think about when a journey starts and ends.
Be careful about the number of steps you use; 6-10 is ideal. In simple journeys with few steps,
challenge these to see whether any have component parts that could be broken out. In long,
complex journeys focus on the key steps; points where emotions run high, decision points, points
where the cost (to the customer) is high and ‘baton-change’ points between departments.

DWP found that
the journey for
older carers begins
long before people
start receiving
benefits – the point
at which they are
officially recognised
as carers.

It can help to think about the experience in the three stages shown on the tool below:

JOURNEY STAGES
Start point








Is there a phase that’s
invisible to government
before
Pic you become
involved?
Are other departments
involved before your
own?
What are the entry
points in to this journey?
Do customers choose
to enter in to the journey
or are they propelled in
to it?
Do you need to create
awareness as a first
step before the actual
journey begins?

Journey process






Have you considered all
the contact points that
customers might have
during the journey
process, not just with
your own department
but across government
as a whole?
What is the impact of
outside influences
beyond your control that
might affect the
journey?
Does the journey
depend on, start after,
or lead into any other
experience that should
be included?
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Customer
Experience
Mapping

End point




Distinguish between
points where customers
might choose to drop
out of the journey and
the actual end of the
journey process
Think about whether the
journey might lead to
‘customer remorse’ –
emotions, doubts,
insecurities or
dissatisfaction that
needs tackling and
therefore should be
included in the journey

When mapping the
mortgage process,
financial service providers
may end the map at the
point the mortgage is
paid off and beyond –
which may be a journey
of 25 years.
The resulting ‘empty
nesters’ may be ripe for
buying a second or
retirement home so the
journey may not even end
there!
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STEP 3: ACTIONS, THOUGHTS & FEELINGS
When you are clear on your journey steps, enter them onto your map in sequence.
You’re now ready to go on to filling in the heart of the map – the actions, thoughts and
feelings that people experience at each step.
As you map, never lose sight of the customer.
Keep reminding yourself to stick to an external
perspective and don’t use ‘internal’ knowledge
to fill in any content.
If you really don’t know how a customer feels
at a given point, don’t make it up. Ideally go
back to the customers or staff who did the
mapping and find out the information you need.
If that can’t be done, and the missing
information isn’t crucial to the process, log it as
a gap in your understanding to be tackled as
an action point coming out of the process.

Customer
Experience
Mapping

It isn’t a great customer experience map unless…
… it truly brings the customer to life
… it’s build on a deep understanding of thoughts
and feelings
… it’s clear and easy to follow (no jargon!)
… it engages people in the issue
… it’s totally unambiguous.

Example step:
Tax credit applicant
receives notice to repay
overpayment

The action steps you
record don’t have to
simply be black words on
white paper. Don’t
necessarily stick to an A4
page – you can use much
larger maps and make them
highly visual. Include
photographs and verbatim
comments if they help.
The output shouldn’t be
academic – it should
engage and inspire.

Initial reaction of shock,
followed by anger and
despair. Real fear of the
consequences – no
money for Christmas this
year, could even lose flat

When DWP carried out their work mapping carers’
journeys, they carried out initial interviews on which to
base their maps. Then, following work to set out the key
journey steps, they went back to the carers and reviewed
the steps with them to ensure that they truly reflected their
actions, thoughts and feelings at each point.

“I can’t believe they can
be this incompetent”
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STEP 4: TOUCHPOINTS
A touchpoint is a point in the journey where you have some sort of interaction with the
customer. It’s an opportunity to explain things and improve the experience.





Remember that all interactions are
touchpoints:
– Physical interactions (buildings, car parks
etc
– Human contact (reception staff, call centres,
frontline teams)
– Communications (advertising, websites,
literature)
Not all touchpoints have the same impact –
think about their relative importance





Think about touchpoints from the customer’s
point of view. To him or her, contact with any
government department is a touchpoint; don’t
just consider your own points of contact
Just because you make a service or
information available doesn’t mean the
customer has seen it. Only count things that
are touchpoints from the customer’s
perspective

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Understand the
opportunities
touchpoints open
up for you. Good
use of them can
improve the journey
for customers and
make it smoother
and more costeffective for you.

The ‘Tell us once’ project is looking to reduce the number
of times that people have to contact government to report
a change of circumstance such as a birth or a
bereavement.
In doing this, the project team have identified and
mapped touchpoints that span people’s whole experience
of government – not just one part of it. The objective is to
remove the unnecessary touchpoints, that put an extra
burden on the customer, but to make sure that the
touchpoints that remain are enough to guarantee that
customers continue to get the information and support
that they need.

© Oxford Strategic Marketing
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STEP 5: MOMENTS OF TRUTH
Moments of truth (also called “hot spots” or “voting points”) are key points in the journey
where customers may pause and evaluate the experience, or make a crucial decision
(e.g. whether to stay or go). Get it wrong here and you can lose them, but it’s also the
point at which you can make the strongest positive impression.
You can usually identify moments of truth by thinking about what people focused on during the mapping
event, or what they felt most strongly about during interviews.

Customer
Experience
Mapping





Focus your actions
around moments
of truth, to
maximise impact on
the customer and
help you target
limited resource to
where it
will have most
effect.

Try to limit the number of moments of truth
you identify to no more than 3 or 4 per
journey so that you focus your attention on
the most important areas
Choose the really pivotal points where key
decisions or choices are made – not simply
the steps that are most complex or take
longest





Moments of truth may not be the same for
each customer segment. Plot each segment
separately
Even though it’s right to focus on moments
of truth, don’t forget other parts of the
journey. There may be quick wins
elsewhere

Think about moments of truth from your own
experience…
When you pressed 3, then 4, then 2, held for 5 minutes, then got
transferred and finally got an engaged tone when calling to pay
your phone bill
y When you queued for 20 minutes to get a passport application
form at the post office, only to be told you could download it
from the internet
y When you completed the insurance application form online, then
received a telephone call going over all the same questions
How did you feel?
y
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THE MAPPING WORKSHOP
Preparation

Running

Capture & Output
Make sure that
you capture the
understanding
behind the words
that were said.

WHO?
 Customers/users of service or
representatives (e.g. charities)
 Frontline staff
 People from policy and strategy
 Service owners
 Experts on any key research
 Creative and energetic people
who will join in and contribute
 People with a vested interest in
the project

WHAT TO BRING?
 Clear description of, and
evidence supporting, the
segments you have chosen
 Customer profiles and pen
portraits, pictures, anything
relevant that brings your
customer to life
 Relevant research
 Existing satisfaction measures
 All inputs from mapping events

HOW MANY?
 Ideally about 6-10 people
 The more you have the longer
you’ll need…but you’re likely to
get more views, which could
lead to a more robust result

HOW TO RUN?
 Plan an agenda that’s realistic
for the time and number of
people that you have (see
following page)
 If you need to cover more than
one journey or customer group,
be realistic. Consider splitting
your participants into teams to
handle multiple journeys, or
divide tasks across more than
one workshop

WHERE?
 Location can really affect quality
of people’s input and therefore
your final output
 Offsite is usually best
 Choose a location that is
creative or relevant to the
journey you are mapping
See online toolbox
for workshop
planning checklists

See following page
for an outline agenda
and workshop
approaches
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Customer
Experience
Mapping

WHAT TO CAPTURE?
 Plan on the day to capture as
much as possible. It’s easy to
edit after the event, but not to
recapture something that’s lost
WHAT OUTPUT?
 Be prepared after the event to
tidy up and edit as necessary
 Simplify where you can, but
without losing the real
understanding that can come
from the detail
 Look for output that is visual
and arresting – with pictures
and diagrams
 Check back with customers or
staff who took part in mapping
events – does your output really
reflect their experience?

When constructing journey maps,
a workshop involving a core team
of people is usually the best way
to capture and articulate the
journey or journeys you are
mapping.
The mapping workshop is the
engine room of the process.
Bringing together all your
customer research and
understanding in an inspirational
setting with creative and energetic
people should be a hugly engaging
experience for them, and result in
transformational journey maps.

The BIA case
study in Section 6
gives further
examples of
creative ways to
capture output
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RUNNING A MAPPING WORKSHOP
Obviously any workshop plan will vary according to your specific objectives, inputs and participants, but
here’s a suggested outline agenda and some possible mapping approaches.
OUTLINE AGENDA
For a full day workshop

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Introduction and ice breaker

15 mins

Setting the context

30 mins




Getting to know your customers better



15 mins

Agree definition including start and finish points

Build journeys (see approaches on the right)

Be creative!



By all means
use the agenda
here as a base,
but don’t be
afraid to add or
substitute your
own ideas.



60 mins

Share research and inputs from mapping event
Cover each segment (where applicable)

Defining the journey


WALLPAPER WORKING
Recreate the steps of the journey
on a long sheet of wallpaper.
Show all entry and exit points,
highlighting different routes,
options, and what’s happening at
each stage.

Project background and journey mapping principles
Objectives for today

60 mins

POST-IT PARKING
Use Post-it notes to detail each
step of the journey, arranging them
in order to create the sequence of
events. This can be used
alongside the wallpaper approach.
Remember to photograph final
output and/or number the Post-its
so the order of each step is not
lost.

Build journeys for each key segment
Work in groups as necessary

Share outputs

15 mins
LUNCH

Reprise morning work to ensure shared
understanding of all journeys

30 mins

Identify touchpoints and moments of truth

30 mins



Work in groups as before

Share outputs

30 mins

Identify opportunities to make changes

60 mins




In groups as before, focused against key objectives
Think about how to implement and monitor

Share outputs

30 mins

Agree next steps and close

15 mins

MAKING AN ARRANGEMENT
Hot Spot

Journey
Steps

PreImmediate
Period of
Making
Trying to
The Break Up
Getting help
separation
aftermath
adjustment arrangements make it work

Experience:
 Actions
 Thoughts
 Feelings
 Reactions

xxx:


xxx

xxx:
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xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

Key issues/
opportunities
for us to
address:

© Oxford Strategic Marketing

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

Review &
revise

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

Ongoing
End of
management arrangement

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

xxx:


xxx

PRO-FORMAS
Print off pro-forma worksheets and
ask participants to compete them.
Make them large (at least A3) to
maximise impact and encourage
detail. Make them colourful and
specific to each target segment,
using photographs and pictures.

TAKING ACTION - INTRODUCTION
Developing a set of customer experience maps is not the end point of your process, it’s just
the beginning. The most important part of the whole exercise is what you do with the maps to
improve or transform the customer experience.
There are a number of steps you need to go through when planning actions:
 Go back to the context checklist from the set up stage, and remind yourself
how you intended the maps to be used and by whom. Keep sight of your
objectives
 Think about what the ‘ideal’ journey might look like in comparison to the one
that the customer experiences now (see following page)
 Plan how you can move towards the ideal. Don’t just look for incremental
improvements – spend time thinking about the opportunities for truly
innovative solutions
 Plan how to engage other people in the work you have done. You should
have been seeking stakeholder involvement right from the set up phase, but
now’s the time to really sell in what you’ve done and engage people in it

Action areas to think about:


The products and services you offer



People and delivery



Environment



Channel



Communications

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Hammersmith and Fulham Council combined sophisticated
CRM systems with customer journey mapping to transform
their customer access strategy.

Identifying touchpoints
and moments of truth will
have helped show where
you need to focus your
efforts and resources.
Use them to help plan
actions.
Think here, too, about
whether you know enough
about the how the
system works – it there
value in mapping the
system too?

Transactional services were completely reorganised into one
department, run by a new ‘Residents Direct’ team. The new
operation combined front and back office with slick phone
and web services.
Simple transactions were directed to the web, whilst face to
face interaction was focused on the relatively limited number
of people who were identified as really needing help.
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DEFINE THE IDEAL JOURNEY AND
IDENTIFY GAPS
Defining the ideal journey can be a powerful way of helping to drive out possible actions. By
comparing the current with an ‘ideal’ experience it’s possible to identify where gaps exist
between the two, and these can become the focus for your actions.
Moments of Truth Checklist
Complete this for each moment of truth to identify
changes that need to be made:

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Moment
of Truth

Current
Experience

Desired
Experience

It’s often particularly
helpful to focus your efforts
on moments of truth, these
being the points at which
customers are most likely
to form strong opinions
and make decisions about
whether to stay with or
leave the process.
The moments of truth
checklist on the left is a
useful tool to use here.

You may have already
talked to customers
about the ideal journey.
If not, hypothesise it
based on the highs and
lows that are
experienced now and
test it, ideally with
customers but
otherwise with
frontline staff or
others involved closely
in the mapping process.

HMRC mapped the customer experience to look at current and ideal
experiences of PAYE. Mapping the two side by side, they identified
where the greatest gaps lay, and used the analysis to generate ideas
for short, medium and long-term improvements to the service.
The short-term focus was on using comms to give the customer more
and better information so they knew what to expect of the system and
where to go for help. Meanwhile, initiatives were put in place to
simplify the customer interface, so improving the experience. The
final, longer term, actions aimed to simplify the product and process in
order not just to improve but to transform the experience.
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EXAMPLE OF COMPARING A CURRENT
AND IDEAL EXPERIENCE
FREE SCHOOL MEALS –IDEAL JOURNEY

Tameside Council mapped both the
current and the ideal journey when
re-designing their free school meals
application process.

Customer
Experience
Mapping

By plotting the two side by side they were
able to identify where the customer
experience needed to change, in what ways
and over what timescale.

FREE SCHOOL MEALS – CURRENT JOURNEY
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IDENTIFY PRIORITY ACTIONS
“After we’d done the
mapping, the issue was
what to do with it. If we
were doing it again now
we’d engage people earlier
on and think about actions
from the start”

Coming up with clear, specific actions is absolutely central to the customer
journey mapping process. Maps that people find interesting and then put away
on a shelf somewhere are never going to transform the customer experience.
Use the analysis you have done so far
(touchpoints, moments of truth, gap
analysis) to identify where the greatest
need for action lies.
Think about what you can do in the short,
medium and longer term to address
issues raised (the prioritisation tool on
page 76 in Section 4 might help here).
Then think about the tangible steps you
need to take and create an action plan,
using the normal common-sense
principles:
 Be clear and specific
 Put time limits against actions
 Assign specific responsibilities
 Indicate targets and how progress will
be measured
 Be realistic in terms of what you
expect in what timeframe.
Never lose sight of the need to carry staff
with you and to establish wider buy-in
across the organisation.

Customer
Experience
Mapping

When you’re creating an action
plan, try to think of both
shorter-term, practical things
you can do right away, and
also the ‘big wins’ that you
may be able to achieve in the
longer term. Don’t let current
practice constrain your
thinking – be prepared to think
big, challenge and stick to your
guns!
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Within the Ministry of Justice, HMCS mapped
how jurors, witnesses and victims of crime felt
whilst going through the court system.
Findings were communicated throughout the
organisation using interactive workshops, and
an action plan was worked up as a formal
project with work-streams that included:
 Improving the front of house experience to
create better first impressions of court
 Better call routing to the appropriate contact
 Improving staff knowledge
 Facilitating better dialogue with judges
 Improved information for witnesses on what
to expect in the court process, provided in
DVD format.
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LEVERS FOR IDENTIFYING ACTIONS
When you are considering the actions you might take, it’s useful to think about the different
‘levers’ that are available to you, as shown below.
Identify the lever(s) that will have the biggest impact, and specify where you will use them to improve the
customer experience. Think from the customer’s perspective and think in terms of joined-up services, not silos.

LEVERS FOR
IDENTIFYING ACTIONS
CONTENT
CHECKLIST

Product / Service

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Channel /
Environment

Does it meet customer
expectations and
deliver on their needs?
Are your services
joined up with those of
other departments?

Proposition
Is your proposition
clear, engaging and
motivating?

Can customers easily
access your product /
service? Are they
made to feel
welcome?

Communication

Value Provision

Partnerships

Do you have a strong
voice with your
customer ? Are you
communicating in the
most effective and
compelling way?

Are there areas
where you are overdelivering (or
duplicating) or underdelivering and failing
on your proposition?

Are you working with
the right partners in
the right way? Are
you and your partners
consistent in your
service delivery?

Customer Face

Process

Reputation

Are your customerfacing colleagues
effectively briefed,
and are they
delivering to required
standards?

Is the process smooth
with easy transitions?
Are customers
satisfied with the
experience you
provide?

Do your customers
recognise who you
are and what you are
there for? Are you
distinct in what you
offer?
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Think about what is driving the
need for change.
Is this an internal resource
management/optimisation issue?
Or is the need to change driven
by a mismatch of customer
experience vs. expectation?
Aim to understand the root of
the problem you are trying to
fix. It is important to treat
the cause, not just manage
symptoms.

EXAMPLES OF TAKING ACTION
TAKING ACTION

TYPE OF JOURNEY
Actual
A literal, physical journey; e.g.
prisoners being taken from court to
prison

Customer
Experience
Mapping

This tool gives
some examples
of the sort of
actions that
are likely to
come out of
the mapping
process.
Note that
these don’t all
have to be large
scale and
expensive –
there are often
quick wins too.





Transactional
Going through a process with fixed
steps, e.g. applying for free school
meals



Experiential
An ongoing experience of a service
or linked services, e.g. using the
Health Service










Emotional
A ‘mental’ journey that is
experienced over time e.g. going
through a separation and making
arrangements for children



Relationship Building
The development of a relationship
with government over time; e.g. a
business customer working
government to grow a business



Rite of Passage
A major life change or lifestage
event that can cut across many
parts of government, e.g.
bereavement
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EXAMPLES OF ACTIONS YOU MIGHT TAKE











Identify most appropriate times and ways to deliver information & messages
Improve the environment at key points
Train staff to recognise and respond to moments of truth
Establish new channels so that customers can access government more
easily and efficiently
Look for ways of reducing journey times
Remove duplication from the process
Build staff engagement and empathy for customers
Encourage cross-silo working to deliver a consistent customer experience
Find ways increase patient engagement through improved communication
Plan resources around times of peak demand
Identify priority customer groups who need most help
Train staff to know when to intervene and when to stand back
Change systems to reduce demand on customers at times of greatest
emotional stress
Establish ongoing communication channels with low cost to serve
Identify times when customers will and won’t welcome contact from you
Segment customers according to the stage they’ve reached in their
relationship with you
Link systems to reduce need for multiple contacts from the customer
Focus resource on ‘baton-change’ points where customers can be lost
Train staff so they understand their role vis a vis that of other departments
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Plan and
(re)allocate
resources to
focus on
areas of
greatest
need



Set
performance
indicators
and
standards so
that change
over time
can be
measured

SELLING IT IN
A vital part of taking action is developing a strong sell-in to the rest of the
organisation. This is vital if a really transformational experience is to become a
reality.

When presenting
journey mapping
to a senior group
of managers,
HMRC used
actors to bring
customer
experiences to
life.
“We used actors
to highlight that
there really is a
customer.”

Think widely in terms of who you want to communicate to in the selling-in process. Think
about all stakeholders, and be sure to include both senior managers and front line staff.
Tailor your communication to the audience, both in terms of what you say and how you
say it – senior managers will want to know results and implications and front line staff are
likely to need more detail to get to grips with the issues. Both will welcome presentation
styles that bring the issues to life, and journey mapping is ideally suited to this.
Selling it to staff





Encourage staff to look at what they do from the customer’s
perspective
Give very clear reasons for any actions that are being taken,
based on the customer experience
Ensure staff are aware of all internal input to the process (e.g. in
putting the maps together)
Present things as visually and engagingly as possible – win hearts
and minds

Customer
Experience
Mapping

HEART MONITOR

Objectives,
scope & journey
type

Customer
segment

by jurors
Track the process experienced
to improve levels of service

Jurors

Moments
of truth
Key Journey
Steps

Getting wider buy-in within the organisation





Ensure that journey mapping is seen as a means to an end, not
an end in itself
Focus on the outcomes you will achieve
Don’t overclaim in terms of what mapping can and can’t do –
let the understanding speak for itself
As with all staff, make it visual and engaging

Great
+100

Receive
summons
Receive letter
– looking
forward to it

Customer
Satisfaction
Rating
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Deliberation

Judge thanks
jury – much
appreciated

Judge was
‘professional’

Locked
in

Slow
selection
process

Delivery of
verdict

Post trial

Finishing
was a relief

Trial was
impersonal

Easy to
change date
by email

-100
Poor

Levers for
solution hunting

In court –
during trial

In court
pre-trial

Expenses
‘a hassle’

Late start
most days

Process:
face:
Comms: Manage Customer
Simplify expenses
Explain delays
expectations
system
Environment:
Channel:
Make the wait as Look at time24 hour access
keeping
painless as
possible
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Jury
selection

Only small
amount of
evidence
useful

Comms:
Make jurors
aware of role
played by all the
evidence

No
preparation
for delivering
verdict
Environment:
Provide adequate
facilities
Comms:
Brief on verdict
deliver

Victims
family start
to cry –
‘lowest
point’

Not sent
information
about
sentencing

Comms:
Customer face:
Ensure follow-up
Talk to jurors –
letter goes out re
stress the
sentencing
importance of
done
what they’ve

“In our experience, the
heart monitor has been
by far the most
powerful way to get
top management (and
Ministerial) attention”

CASE STUDY: LUTON AND
DUNSTABLE NHS TRUST
Luton and Dunstable NHS Trust, working with the NHS Institute for Innovation &
Improvement, have pioneered a new approach to service improvement, using ‘experiencebased co-design’ to involve patients as co-designers of new products and services.

Robert, G and Bate,
S.P.(2006) Piloting, Testing
and Evaluating Experiencebased design (EBD): key
findings and lessons for the
future. London. University
College London

Patients and staff worked together to identify key touchpoints
that had shaped their personal experiences of the head and
neck cancer service.
Observation and staff interviews were followed by interviews
with patient volunteers and carers. Customer journeys were
mapped, focusing on the emotions experienced by the
patients and the touchpoints that were identified, and these
were superimposed on a chronology of events.
This enabled the team to prioritise and implement a total of 43
service improvements, relating to efficiency (e.g. better
throughput of patients at clinics), patient safety (e.g. expanding
staff competencies) and experience of the service (e.g. better
environment and more choice about treatment).
There were also unexpected knock-on effects as, for example,
other outpatient clinics made changes based on the
experience of the head and neck clinic.

Customer
Experience
Mapping

“..it was the patient
taking the interviewer
through every stage of
his or her journey, …
sometimes passing over
points in the journey
which we and staff had
expected to be important,
and at other times
focusing on things which
to us seemed almost
minor or trivial but which
to them had major
symbolic significance”

Key success factors identified as a result of the study:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Maintain a high profile for the project in the organisation
Invest significant time with patients up front to help them understand the process and their role
Use different tools to give patients a range of ways to get involved
Allow patients and staff space and time to talk about their personal experiences
Use an independent third party to observe and feed back to staff on existing services
Have a local improvement specialist with dedicated time to co-ordinate the work
Actively engage relevant clinical champions and gain senior executive support
Use films to bring the stories to life
Plan ahead for each successive phase by recruiting new participants (this also facilitates benchmarking
to see whether the experience has improved)
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EVALUATING RESULTS
Right at the start of the journey mapping process, in the set up phase, one of the
actions was to ensure that you set clear, measurable objectives. This is the point
at which you need to go back to these and test how well you are performing
against those.
There are two main ways of doing this; you can compare changes in your own
service over time or you can compare yourselves with other similar organisations.
This is called benchmarking.
Benchmarking over time
In most cases the best method to use,
because you can make a direct comparison of
where you are now with where you were.
You can look at whether customer journeys
have changed, in terms both of the journey
steps and also thoughts, feelings and
emotions along the way.
To do this, you need to ensure that the way
you collect information or ask questions when
benchmarking is consistent with the original
exercise. You can use the same individuals if
it’s a journey they go through more then once;
otherwise aim for a matched sample of similar
people.
You also need to think about timing – allow
enough time between the two exercises to
allow actions to be implemented and take
effect.

Customer
Experience
Mapping

Benchmarking against others
If you choose to benchmark against
others, you need to identify a service
that is directly comparable with your
own.
This may be possible – a good example
would be local government bodies
facing similar issues to one another.
However, you need to be careful –
obviously it’s hard to compare a wealthy
London borough, with a much poorer
rural one.
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Section 5 of this guide gives more
practical and detailed information
about how to go about measuring the
customer experience.
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CASE STUDY: REDUCING THE ADMINISTRATIVE
BURDEN ON CITIZENS IN THE NETHERLANDS
“…if the administration…
could be simplified then
this would make a big
difference. All those
different declarations
amount to loads of red
tape”

Customer
Experience
Mapping

The administrative
burden is defined as:
“the number of
hours required for
citizens to comply
with their obligations
to provide information
as a result of
legislation and
government
regulations”.

For more information, see the
following website, which is in
English:
www.whatarelief.eu

In the Netherlands, as in the UK, improving service to citizens is a central part of government
policy. A key objective is to reduce the administrative burden placed on citizens.
Work was undertaken in 2003 to
understand the effect of this administrative
burden on a range of different people.
Some groups, such as older people and
carers, were found to have a
disproportionately high numbers of
interactions, and to give more insight into
these burdens the journeys of these
groups were mapped.
The experience of government (both local
and national) of all groups was tracked
across seven areas: identity, education,
health, work and income, housing, mobility
and ‘general’. A calculation was then made
of the total amount of time this represented
over the course of a year.
The government set itself the target of
reducing the administrative burden across
all groups of people of 25%, through a
combination of existing and new initiatives.
The government tracked the same
journeys again at the start of 2007 to work
out what reduction, if any, had been
achieved.

Across all citizens, the administrative burden has now been reduced by around 23%.
Results for the specific target groups ranged from a 14% time reduction for the parents of a disabled
child, to 39% for a single mother on welfare. A ‘median family’ included in the study saw a reduction in time of 16%.
The study has given clear indications of where progress has been made, by customer group and by service area. This in turn
has given clear guidance on where to focus the next set of initiatives.
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